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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0110721A2] This invention is directed to a roll window shade whose overall length can be decreased, without cutting instruments,
to conform it to the size of the window opening into which the shade is to be mounted. The window shade comprises a non-telescoping roller
assembly (10) including a first tubular section (12) having an open end into which is fitted a second section (14) formed of a number of discrete
roller segments (16) detachably connected end-to-end one to another. The outer diameters of the two tubular sections are the same such that the
roller assembly has a substantially uniform outer diameter or smooth outer roller surface (17) from end-to-end. A shade (28) having a series of
spaced, hand-strip lines (48) extending parallel to the shade edges (47) and forming discrete widths of shade material therebetween is attached to
the roller assembly (10) such that the hand strip lines of the shade are substantially coincident with the discrete segments (16) of the second tubular
section. The strip lines (48) permit hand-stripping of the discrete widths of the shade material while the shade (28) is rolled on the roller assembly
to conform the width of the shade material to the width of the window opening. On hand-stripping of the excess shade material, one or more of the
roller segments (16) are exposed. The exposed segments (16) are detached from the roller assembly (10) to conventiently shorten the length of the
roller to conform it to the width of the shade material and to the window opening.
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